This study presents one approach to investing in the financial markets using a decision theory point of view, where the main decision is to choose an investment portfolio, based on economic indexes, in order to predict future investments based on historical data, which minimizes the risk involved. The decision model is based on Decision Theory and Bayesian Analysis and the application uses Brazilian financial market data from
Introduction
When one looks at the financial scenario, it can be perceived that some fluctuations in the stock market happen due to macroeconomic events, such as reflex responses to a terrorist attack, elections, economic and political decisions and announcements. This complexity regarding investment decisions leads to improving and constructing decision models that may help an investor to make a decision and have a better understanding of the problem. If there is more information about the risks involved and prior distributions, the investor might feel more comfortable about making a decision on whether to invest or not, and how much to invest. In this paper, a description will be given of a decision model proposed based on decision theory and Bayesian analysis.
There are several studies on portfolio selection. Markowitz (1991) presented a historical review about the development of the foundations of portfolio theory. One of the most important models on portfolio selection was developed by Markowitz (1952) , the goal of which is to maximize expected return and to minimize variance of return. Fifty years later, Rubinstein (2002) Section 2 of the paper describes the model proposed and its features. Section 3 presents a case study from the Brazilian market, illustrating the results of the analysis of the methodology proposed, and Section 4 provides a conclusion of the main results.
A Decision Model for Portfolio Investment Selection
This paper proposes a model to tackle the portfolio selection problem based on decision theory (Berger, 1985) . The following sections present the elements of the model developed.
The Structure of the Decision Model
The model proposed in this paper is structured on four basic sets: actions (A), payoffs (P), states of nature (θ) and outcomes (X). Through these sets, other elements of the model can be evaluated in order to calculate the risk of an investment portfolio. Figure 1 shows all decision model elements and their interactions. 
The Actions Set
In a portfolio selection problem, a common situation is for an investor to have a fixed budget and to have to decide on the asset allocation within this budget constraint. In this study, the actions set will consist of a vector of the percentages of each asset to be invested. For n assets the actions set can be represented by: A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } and For example, suppose that the investor wants to invest his budget in three types of assets, BOVESPA, DOW JONES and NASDAQ. This set will be represented by A = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } where a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = 1. Figure 2 presents the graphic representation of the actions set in three dimensions. The investor can choose a point on this plane that corresponds to the percentage that will be invested in each kind of financial asset, a 1 , a 2 and a 3 . 
Bayesian Risk Analysis R(a|x)

Decision Model for Portfolio Investment Selection
Philosophically, when one considers a decision theory background, the decision maker is allowed not to make a decision. This means that this decision maker "decided" "not to decide", which in this particular case would mean not to invest. In a situation where the investor establishes that part of the budget ought not to be invested, or used as a "savings" or as a reserve asset, it is enough to establish a new asset (action) which can represent this "non-investment" or an investment with very low risks and returns. Thus, this problem can be dealt with in a more general way. There are some situations where all assets offer a very high risk level, and perhaps reserving an amount not to be invested in risky assets is good way to deal with it. In this paper it has been considered that the set of actions has n-1 degrees of freedom, due to the restriction that the sum of the percentage of the assets should be equal to one.
The Payoffs Set
The payoffs set of this decision problem is the return on the amount invested. Let r t be the return of an action at the period t, and V t the value of the asset on period t, then:
Let R t be the accumulated return for t periods, then:
As each asset has a different return, the accumulated return is a vector with one element for each financial asset, so R = {R t1 , R t2 , ..., R tn }.
The evaluation of the payoffs set is obtained by the accumulated return rate on each investment in t periods after the investment date, multiplied by the value invested. Let B be the budget to be invested, then the value of payoffs is obtained by the following expression:
States of Nature Set
Nature states are represented by a vector with the accumulated return rates for each asset where the budget can be invested for the next t periods. In other words, future returns are unknown. The uncertainty contained in this element is what motivates the development of this decision model. The vector of states of nature is represented in Equation (5).
Accumulated returns of n assets can be represented by a set of n continuous random variables. Although this set can be modeled by a joint probability distribution, there is a need for a representative sample to estimate the prior distribution and likelihood function. Therefore, in some situations it is more appropriate to create categories based on n continuous random variables because of the limited amount of data. This space can be defined as a set of discrete random variables.
It is important to detach the existing difference among the set of states of nature, θ, and of payoffs, P. It is known that the market will define the states of nature and the investor will obtain a certain return according to the decision made previously. In other words, θ will be represented by a vector with size n, and P will be a value obtained by the internal product among the percentage vector of assets, A, and the returns on those assets, R, for a certain time horizon.
Outcomes Set
The outcomes set can be based on a vector of economic indicators, for example, gross domestic product, official interest rate, the rate of inflation and other parameters used as indicators. Let k be the number of indicators that need to be observed, then:
This set can also be treated as discrete in the same way as the states of nature set.
Consequence Function
The consequence function is a probabilistic mechanism that seeks to estimate the probability of having the payoff P given that a certain decision has been made and one specific state of nature has taken place.
The value of payoffs is regarded as a weighted sum of accumulated returns by percentages of investments in each asset as defined by Equation (4) . In order to try to represent the consequence function, it can be assumed that this function is a weighted sum of probability distributions, and each probability distribution represents a conditional probability of accumulated return given a state of nature. The percentage of investment in each asset is the weight of these distributions.
Based on statistical analysis of real data, it assumed that these distributions can be modelled by normal distribution.
Let respectively µ θ i and σ θ i be the average and the standard deviation estimated for each asset i conditioned to the state of nature θ, and then the consequence function will be:
Where, ( , , )
Normal p µ σ denotes the normal density function with the mean µ and standard deviation σ.
In order to illustrate the consequence function defined in Equation (8), consider a portfolio selection problem with three assets. Figure 3 shows a graph with three normal distributions for a specific state of nature. The consequence function is calculated through a weighted sum of probability densities based on the percentage to be invested in each asset. 
Others Elements of the Decision Model
The prior distribution around states of nature, π(θ), can be estimated directly from the relative frequency of the series of historical accumulated index returns, or obtainable through expert's knowledge. Lins & Souza (2001) present a protocol for the elicitation of prior distributions.
The likelihood function, P(x|θ), characterizes the probability of occurrence of certain outcomes, given that a state of nature will happen in m following periods. This function represents a communication channel between observations and nature, and it can be obtained from historical data which associates the observations and the states of nature. Assuming that the observations and the states of the nature are defined as discrete, this function will be a vector with a dimension (k x n), where k is the number of observations and n the number of states of nature.
The use of decision rules in this problem can be difficult due to the possibly large number of rules needed to analyze the problem. Therefore the use of the extensive method is recommended, where for each observation there is a recommendation for action.
Utility functions are used to measure the value given by the decision maker to the accumulated return on his portfolio in a certain period, that is, the utility is measured against the payoffs. This function can assume different formats for different investors and for the same investor in different periods. Through this function it can be observed if the investor is averse, prone or neutral to risk.
Utility functions can show something more than just the value of the payoffs for the decision maker, they can also provide a measurement on the behavior of a given decision maker regarding risk. Behavior regarding risk is called risk aversion. It shows how much the decision maker is willing to accept risks. The utility function shows how the decision maker's behavior may change according to his preference structure about the payoffs. A classical example is given in the literature about the utility function of money for a rich person and a poor person. The rich person is willing to accept much higher levels of risk while the poor person is not. This is justified because the rich person has more money so losses may not be very significant to him. On the other hand for the poor person, losses may represent a huge amount of money and it is not acceptable for him to expose himself to the risk of loss. There are several kinds of utility function that may represent the decision maker's value judgment. For example, a linear utility function represents a neutral risk decision maker.
The loss function represents the loss arising from a decision made and the occurrence of a state of nature. It is measured by the negative result of the expected utility and it is denoted by L(θ,a). Thus:
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Based on the concept that risk means the expected value of a loss, the risk of an action given that x occurred will be obtained by
The action chosen will be the one that minimizes r a (x) for a given observation. The value of r a (x) shown in Equation (11) is the Bayes' risk of this decision rule. This kind of decision rule will incorporate a prior distribution about nature and also the negative result of the expected utility, represented by the loss function, giving an alternative that will minimize risk of losses. This makes it possible to observe some environmental characteristics and use them to choose an action that minimizes risk of losses. This approach is widely used in several applications and Dale (1991) describes several applications in Decision Theory.
Case Study
Using real data from financial market indices and asset indexes from January 1998 to June 2005 collected monthly, the decision problem is how much to invest in BOVESPA, DOW JONES and NASDAQ assets for the six months period from July 2005.
Actions Set
The actions set of a portfolio selection problem with three assets, ideally should be represented by space a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = 1 as shown in Figure 1 . However, due to computational complexity, some points of this space were selected in order to simplify the computational effort needed. Otherwise, non-linear programming is necessary to find the optimal solution of this problem.
7 points of the actions space were selected to represent the actions set. These actions can be represented in the table below, and each value represents how much of the budget will be invested in each asset. 
Payoffs Set
It is assumed that the investor will invest an amount of R$ 100,000.00, and the next six months of accumulated returns will belong to the range of the normal distribution limits of the consequence function. Although the limits of the normal distribution are (-∞, ∞), the limits considered in this case study were narrowed to reduce the computational effort.
The limits used were [0.4; 2], then the range of the payoffs is P = [40,000.00; 200,000.00]. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of accumulated returns over six months on assets in BOVESPA, DOW JONES and NASDAQ.
The data from the Brazilian financial market for this case study is based on 90 monthly index records from January 1998 to June 2005. Based on Equation (2), this data set results in 89 monthly returns. The accumulated return for the period of six months is considered. Based on Equation (3) we have t = 6. For example, the first observation of R t1 was computed based on the accumulated return (t = 6) of the six first months, the second observation of R t1 was computed based on the return from the second to seventh month, etc. There are 84 observations of the accumulated returns because there is an overlap of 5 months. 
States of Nature
The states of nature set of this case study is considered to be a discrete set, where the accumulated return over six months was evaluated. If the accumulated return is greater than 100% for an asset, then value 1 is assigned to this asset and 0 otherwise. For a three assets problem, we have a combination of eight possible situations. Through Table 3 we can visualize the frequency table of the states of nature. It is stressed that the largest percentage is assigned to the first and last states of nature, which represent returns that are smaller and larger than 100% in all three assets respectively. In Figure 4 we show the dispersion of the states of nature over time. 
Outcomes Set
The outcomes set is defined by the indexes X = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 }, according to the definitions below:
• x 0 will be 1 if the (monthly) Brazilian gross domestic product has a positive change and 0 otherwise; • x 1 will be 1 if the (monthly) official Brazilian interest rate has a negative change and 0 otherwise; • x 2 will be 1 if (monthly) Brazilian inflation has a negative change and 0 otherwise;
• x 3 will be 1 if the official (monthly) United States interest rate has a negative change and 0 otherwise; • x 4 will be 1 if (monthly) United States inflation has a negative change and 0 otherwise.
All 32 binary combinations are illustrated in Table 4 . 
The histogram of the frequencies and number of observations and dispersion of this element over time is presented in Figure 5 .
Observations 2, 7, 11, 14, 15, 19, 21, 26, 27, 29 did not have any occurrences and were excluded from analysis.
The histogram of outcomes from Figure 5 shows the relative frequency of occurrences of the outcomes set. For example, the outcome X = 12 has 16 occurrences and it is the most frequent outcome. X = 12 means that the official Brazilian interest rate and Brazilian inflation had a positive change in that month and the Brazilian gross domestic product, the official United States interest rate and United States inflation had a negative change. The scatterplot of outcomes in Figure 5 shows the time series of these observations. 
Consequence Function
Based on the normality hypothesis for accumulated returns in order to estimate the consequence function, the values of the average and standard deviations were estimated for each state of nature, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 6 .
The consequence function is assumed by hypothesis to have the behavior of Equation (8) .
There is a probability distribution that is a mixture of a set of n normal distributions weighted by the percentage of investment in each asset. This distribution is conditioned to percentages of assets and the occurrence of a state of nature. For example, in the first row of Table 5 the state of nature θ 0 is considered, then a filter of the occurrence of this state needs be applied (24 occurrences in this case study). Similarly, a normal distribution fitting for each asset should be carried out in order to estimate the mean and standard deviation for each asset. 
States of Nature Prior Distribution
The prior distribution was obtained through the relative frequency of each state of nature in the period from January 1998 to June 2005.
Although there are other ways to obtain the prior distributions of states of nature, the relative frequency of the states of nature was used in this case study as presented in Table 3 .
Likelihood Function
The likelihood function, P(x|θ), was obtained by the relative frequency of the last occurrences associating states of nature and outcomes. 
Utility Function
The utility function used in this study case is a linear utility function, parameterized with the payoffs limits [0. 4; 2] , in order to rescale the utility into [0; 1]. Thus:
Loss Function and Bayesian Risk Analysis
With the Loss Function defined in (10) and Bayesian Risk in (11) we obtain the results in Table 7 . In the first row, we have the risk of actions conditioned to the outcome X=0. For example, r A0 (X=0) = -0.0255. This means that if X=0 (the Brazilian Gross Domestic Product has a negative change and the Brazilian interest rate, Brazilian inflation, the United States interest rate and United States inflation have a positive change), the expected loss is -0.0255. For the outcome X=0, A 0 is the action with the minimum risk, in other words, this action has the lowest value in the first row. This analysis can be applied to all outcomes in Table 7 . The actions with the minimum risk conditioned for each outcome are highlighted in Table 7 . 
Conclusions
We conclude that this model is quite appropriate for financial market use. The probability distributions can be updated and they will incorporate more information into the model in future decisions. Surprisingly the actions that were compiled for more than one asset were not recommended by the model. We believe this occurs due to Bayesian Risk Analysis being based on the value of the losses expected. Perhaps a new element of variance of the portfolios can be incorporated into the model in a future study in order to enable us to answer this question.
